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1. Purpose of the Documents
The purpose of this Project Initiation Document (PID) is to define the project, to form
the basis for its management, the process and the engagement involved in
developing a detailed business case and implementation plan for delivering a new
council for Somerset in April 2022.
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2. Background
The Councils within Somerset have been assessing the potential opportunities for a
revised approach to future Local Government in Somerset. For two years there have
been regular discussions between the Chief Executives and the Leaders of all five
Somerset authorities, culminating in the commission and subsequent publication of
an independent options appraisal.
The independent options appraisal was produced for all Somerset’s councils, known
as The Future of Local Government in Somerset (FoLGiS) Report, which reviewed
alternative models, options and change opportunities to the way local government
and services operate and are organised in Somerset to meet the changing needs for
the county and the challenges ahead.
All Councils agreed that the existing arrangements are not working well and that we
cannot continue as currently configured without change. However, the current twotier Councils could not agree on a single option for what that future will be, with
some Councils preferring to work more closely together and increase collaboration
and Somerset County Council (SCC) wanting a more radical approach.
Somerset County Council (SCC) believes moving to a single unitary council offers the
best opportunities and joined up services for Somerset’s residents, businesses and
other public sector partners with a greater local community focus, delivery and
accountability in those communities.
In January 2020, the Leader of SCC, David Fothergill, announced his intention to
focus on the option to develop a detailed business case for a single unitary authority
for Somerset, a programme called One Somerset.
3. Project Definition
In February 2020, the Leader endorsed the case for change and agreed to submit an
expression of interest to the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and local
Government for approval to explore options for local government reorganisation in
Somerset and to propose the creation of a single unitary authority in Somerset. This
is set out in the Non-Key Decision report.
Subsequently, a request was made to the Secretary of State for Housing,
Communities and Local Government requesting an invitation to submit a detailed
Business Case for a single unitary authority. The One Somerset programme will:
•

Evaluate the options presented in the FoLGiS options appraisal and take
forward the option for a single unitary authority in Somerset.
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•

•
•
•

Produce a detailed business case that considers and explores the
opportunities and benefits for the county to move to a single unitary council.
The business case will:
Be complete by the summer of 2020.
Be balanced and aligned with the statutory responsibilities of local
government.
Present the options and recommended way forward in such a way that the
public, businesses, other public sector partners and the Secretary of State can
assess and feedback on the proposed case.

A significant amount of work has already been conducted in the FoLGiS report
which identified a number of options from existing councils working more closely
together to new unitary councils. This programme will revisit those options and
assumptions to review, qualify and, where relevant, underpin with evidence that
may inform the wider research, to develop a robust business case for the County
Council’s preferred single unitary council model.
The programme scope will only focus on completion of the detailed business case
to be presented to the Secretary of State, which includes an implementation plan.
This programme does not cover any work related to progressing to an
implementation phase after the business case is approved. That work will be
progressed under a separate programme and supporting PID.
The overarching timeline for the launch of a new single unitary council is shown
below: This is subject to review in light of COVID-19.

Figure 1:

Proposed timeline for Somerset Local Government Reorganisation

4. Method and Approach
Management of the programme will be in accordance with PRINCE2 project
management methodology and will follow the approach below. Key principles and
objectives are:
•

Alternative Local Government Reform (LGR) options will be considered and
supported by evidence from FoLGiS and other published material.
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•

A small internal SCC team, supported by external subject matter experts, will
be assembled to specifically support this project. The team’s roles, structure
and responsibilities are set out within the Design Authority document,
captured below.

Figure 2:

One Somerset Project – Design Authority

Figure 3:

One Somerset Project – Roles and Responsibilities

•

The business case for the recommended option will be approved and signed
off by the Design Authority, SCC Officers and elected members and follow the
appropriate SCC democratic governance process.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

SCC recognise that external experts and services are required to support the
internal project team. This external expertise will have detailed knowledge of
two-tier local government reorganisation, its financial information, structures
and services; will support the development of the detailed business case; and
support the definition of the design for delivering a new council for Somerset.
This external support will include:
1. Ameo Professional Services Ltd - Providing professional expertise in
the development of the business case, drawing on their previous
experience of unitary council design and delivery.
The contract will commence April 2020.
2. LG Futures - Providing local government financial expertise by
examining both financial information and potential resource impacts
associated with the move to a unitary structure.
Findings will be presented to SCC by June 2020.
3. Quality Assurance - To be provided by a combination of Ameo and the
Programme Director working in the semi-independent Programme
Assurance role within PRINCE2.
Given the current challenges presented by COVID-19 and those economic and
operational impacts, we recognise there will be some wider challenges in
delivering this work in relation to engagement both internally and externally,
with partners and our wider communities. SCC will therefore ensure we are
equipped to deliver this project remotely and virtually collaborate, co-produce
and engage online.
The business case will continue to be developed whilst not distracting the SCC
organisation and allow it to focus on COVID-19 response. A ‘check, challenge
and development’ approach will be applied which allows key stakeholders and
SLT to provide shaping, development and influence the design, both during
and at the conclusion phase of the draft business case. The business case will
then be used for consultation and further refinement once the COVID-19
situation permits.
Until April 2020, there had already been some work and engagement with
internal SCC Officers, SME’s, external organisations and Town & Parish
Councils to discuss SCC’s approach to LGR in Somerset and a single unitary
council in particular. Those discussions and meeting outputs will feed into the
business case.
From late March 2020 onwards, all external consultation has paused until such
time the COVID-19 restrictions are altered to allow this activity to proceed. In
the meantime, the business case will be developed with the existing
engagement and feedback considered and be ready for external wider
consultation when appropriate.
We will review the previously collated information to assess the views of
elected members, key stakeholders, public, communities, Town and Parish
Councils, strategic partners, the Local Enterprise Partnership, other Councils
including the four other Somerset Local Authorities, local MP’s and national
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•

partners such as the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government,
Local Government Association, and the County Councils Network.
We will also draw on existing published research, data, information and
previous experience of councils moving to a single tier unitary model,
particularly Cornwall, Wiltshire and Dorset in the South West and most
recently Buckinghamshire who were established as a unitary county council in
April 2020.

4.1. Constraints
Programme constraints identified to date include the following:
• Throughout the project, SCC will ensure this project adheres to any Central
Government COVID-19 restrictions.
• In adherence with Central Government COVID-19 social distancing
restrictions, our approach to internal and external face to face engagement
will cease until such time it is deemed appropriate, and any engagement
conducted will be under remote and virtual collaboration.
• Should further necessary resources be required to fight the coronavirus
outbreak in Somerset then it is accepted that this process may be placed on
hold until such appropriate time to re-start.
• The timeframe for delivery of the detailed business case is tight, but
achievable and SLT has approved use of an accelerated approach.
• Obtaining robust data for the four District Councils (Mendip DC, Sedgemoor
DC, Somerset West & Taunton DC, South Somerset DC) which is not published
or open source material, particularly associated with financial and baseline
information will be difficult or impossible. It is expected that the external
suppliers supporting SCC (Ameo, LG Futures and the Programme Director),
will be able to obtain some wider source data from their own experience that
can also inform the data analysis. This will be augmented with other evidence
and analysis from sources such as the County Councils Network and other
externally published material.
5. Business Case
5.1 Scope of Requirements
This programme will focus on developing a detailed business case and clear
implementation plan which sets out a balanced evidence base to deliver the
requirements for the future local government for Somerset.
1. It will need to convince government that a single Somerset unitary authority
would meet its three key criteria:
o Improve the area’s local government;
o Command a good deal of local support; and
o Have a credible geography.
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2. Be an engaging narrative for residents, communities, partners and the
business community.
3. Build a vision that members, stakeholders and staff can coalesce around in
order to support a successful implementation, if this case is approved.
5.2. Ambitions for the future of Local Government in Somerset
Somerset County Council is ambitious for the future of the county. Elected members
prioritise a county where residents live healthy, independent lives supported in
thriving communities able to best meet the challenges ahead. We wish to prioritise
high quality public services, delivered efficiently and without duplication to our
residents and businesses. Our priorities for the future are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create sustainably prosperous communities through economic growth and
enhanced education and skills
Develop socially inclusive and cohesive communities
Make the most of all of the assets of our communities using a strengths-based
approach
Ensure that people are not isolated or excluded
Encourage people to be active and engaged
Using One Somerset to deliver the actions necessary to address the climate
change emergency
Post-Covid-19, resources for all of local government will be hugely
constrained from central government. Local government reform in Somerset
provides the opportunity to achieve the significant cost reductions required
from duplication and support services to improve value for money (vfm) and
reinvest in front line priorities

5.3 Why do we need to change
All councils in Somerset agree that we can’t continue as we are.
Somerset County Council believes forming a single unitary will enable a wholesystem approach to the challenges that we face. It can provide a platform from which
to achieve improvements to service quality, resilience, reduction of considerable
duplication, address the current resident confusion as to who provides which services
and to deliver significant annual cost savings. With the right design, it can also
enable a new form of engagement with communities, so that people, young and old,
can have their say about service provision, performance and quality and where to
prioritise resources and target savings. Most councils which surround Somerset are
already benefiting from a unitary model including Dorset, Wiltshire, Bath & North
East Somerset, Bristol, North Somerset, Torbay, Plymouth, and Cornwall. Somerset is
missing out and falling behind in the South West region.
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Somerset County Council believes that new and radical approaches are needed to
help people live better lives, whilst reducing demand, creating a greater sense of
community whilst helping to reduce social isolation. A unitary model that enables
engagement with excluded people and groups will support and maximise community
resilience and prosperity.

5.4 The Non-Financial Benefits
The following non-financial benefit areas will be explored in the business case:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Service performance (integrated, whole system design, e.g. Adult Social
Care and housing; Public Health and Environmental Health)
Democratic leadership & accountability (single member divisions, fewer
members, clear lines of communication for both the public and officers)
Local engagement and decision making (local community networks with
real power and influence)
Economic growth (integrated across the system, aligned to education
attainment, skills and business need, alongside local specialities and
strengths)
Improve skills and capacity to enable high value employment and
economic growth
Engagement and integration of supply chains (economies of scale and
negotiating power and regional / national influence)
Coterminous with our public sector partners (including Police, Local
Resilience Forum, Clinical Commissioning Group, etc.)
Closer working with all neighbouring South West authorities, including the
West of England Combined Authority (WECA)

5.5 The Financial Benefits
Although the detailed financial benefits of the business case are still to be developed,
significant external evidence exists to enable projection of the one-off costs to
implement a unitary county council and of the annual cost savings it would realise. A
report published by EY (2016) and underpinned by the experience of Cornwall (2009),
Wiltshire (2009), Dorset (2019) and Buckinghamshire (2020) indicate the following:
One-off implementation cost:
Annual revenue savings:
Annual Return on Investment (ROI):

£17-22m
£22-27m
122-129%
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These estimates will be challenged and validated through the development of the
detailed business case. These savings will be then be aligned with the goals set out in
section 5.2 to produce an initial investment plan.
We will review the evidence presented about the options in the FoLGiS report and
use this to assist in the appraisal of four options, which this programme will
consider*:
1. Remain ‘as is’
2. The existing county and four district councils (Somerset CC, Mendip DC,
Sedgemoor DC, Somerset West & Taunton DC, South Somerset DC) working
more closely through greater collaboration
3. Creation of a new single-tier unitary council (incl. parishing Taunton)
4. Creation of two new unitary councils (incl. parishing Taunton)
*The business case is not expected to extend beyond this geographical area and, as such, will not
include any local authorities outside of the two-tier Somerset area.

6. Project Management Team Structure
David Fothergill, Leader of Somerset County Council, Pat Flaherty, Chief Executive (or
his deputies) and Faye Purbrick, Cabinet member form the programme executive.
Somerset County Council’s Senior Leadership Team (SLT) will act as the Programme
Board as detailed in the The Programme Board Terms of Reference.
Carlton Brand will be the Programme Director for this work.
There is an internal project team (2.0 FTE) aligned to the One Somerset programme,
which is outlined within Section 4, the Design Authority diagram. This is augmented
by external support from Ameo and LG Futures, both of whom have wide experience
in developing business cases for unitary local government and implementing these.
Subject Matter Experts and external expertise will support the programme as and
when required.

7. Quality Management Approach
Project quality will be managed by the Programme Director. Quality will be managed
through core project management team meetings weekly and independent
assurance throughout the project duration. The quality levels expected of external
suppliers are specified in the Statement of Requirements document.
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The quality of the final Business Case will be assured by the Programme Director and
approval will be required from the Programme Executive.

8. Change Control Approach
All changes to this PID, particularly those that affect the time, quality and cost of the
project will be formally approved through a Change Control process. This will
specifically include anything that has an impact on the July timeline to complete the
Business Case, or the costs set out in this document.
This will require a Change Control form to be logged by the Project Team on the
change log. This will then require approval by the Programme Director and the SRO.
Approval will be updated on the Change Control log.

9. Headline changes/impact
The impacts on customers, staff, partners and the organisation will be described in
the Equalities Impact Assessment (to be completed). As part of the initiation phase of
this project, we will engage with the Corporate Equalities Officer and undertake an
Equalities Impact Assessment.
The Business Case will consider the benefits and impact on customers, staff partners
and political parties and politicians and the changes required to move to a Unitary
Model. An Impact Assessment on Data Protection will also be completed.
10. Risk management approach
Risks will be logged on a risk log and regularly reviewed by the Project Team, and
mitigation actions will be agreed, or acceptance agreed, and in accordance with SCC
Risk Management Strategy. Risks will be escalated to the SRO when necessary. The
current risks are:
•
•

•

FoLGiS base data is not available, which may impact transition and
transformation benefits and ultimately impact business case options analysis.
In February 2020 Somerset West and Taunton district council executive
approved a business case on FoLGiS option two to be completed ending July
2020, this may create conflicting messages in the case for change.
Impact of COVID-19 on local governance and Secretary of State /
Parliamentary decision-making timeframes, which may delay implementation
and associated benefits.
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•
•

Changing of public policy in the context of pending devolution White Paper,
which may undermine the proposed option.
COVID-19 impact on effective consultation, which may mean the business
case cannot fully demonstrate the Secretary of State’s test for local support.

11. Communication Management Approach
A communication strategy and plan covering internal and external communication
will be developed as part of the programme. This will reflect the COVID-19 constraint
of not pursuing any public communication during the ‘lock down’ period of the
incident.
A stakeholder map which would have been used in a non-COVID-19 scenario is
captured in Appendix A.
Once the ‘lock down’ period is eased, the programme executive will consider options
for limited or more full external engagement with the public and partner
organisations using online and face to face methods.
Internal communications options will also be considered as part of the business case.
A primary objective will be to not disrupt the organisation during its response to the
COVID-19 emergency. Options for limited online and face to face communication will
be prepared and approved by the Programme Board. This will include a limited
number of information sessions and co-production events with staff and
management.
Informal links and developing relationships with Town and Parish Councils (T&PCs)
will be maintained by collaborating on the COVID-19 emergency work in our
community areas.
12. Project & Milestone Delivery Plan
A Project Delivery Plan (figure 4) and milestone delivery of the project are illustrated
below, including the LGFutures activity plan (figure 5) :
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Figure 4:

Project & Milestone Delivery Plan

Figure 5:

LG Futures Activity Plan
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13. Project Controls
A Project Plan will be maintained to give Project Management control and a highlevel milestone plan will be managed for key stakeholders and reviewed on a
weekly basis or as and when required.
Regular flash / highlight reports will be produced for the SRO and PMO. Weekly
presentation on progress, key issues and risks will be maintained through the SRO,
Programme Board and presented to SLT and Cabinet Members.
There are scheduled daily and weekly project meetings which all the project team
members are invited to. Other key project controls are:
•

Weekly supplier meetings are scheduled with agenda created and outputs
documented;

•

The County Council’s Change Control processes will be followed;

•

A Risk Mitigation strategy, identifying project risks and plans for their mitigation
will be created;

•

An Action, Risk and Issues Log has been created and will be actively managed;

•

Exceptions will be escalated to the SRO and Programme Board.

•

Budget actuals and forecasts will be produced for each financial period.

•

Regular updates are scheduled for SCC’s Cabinet Members and Senior
Leadership Team

14. Tailoring
This project will follow PRINCE2 methodology, but the methodology will be tailored
to suit the Programme and Project Management approach of Somerset County
Council and the expectations of MHCLG, who ultimately will receive this business
case. Ameo will provide the knowledge and experience for the latter requirements.
Tailoring may include:
•
•
•
•

Adapting language and terminology in order to make communication clearer or
more understandable for stakeholders
Condensing some project documentation, where that level of documentation is
not needed
Combining roles
Reviewing timelines and scope of services via an agile delivery framework

15. Appendices
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Appendix A – High Level Stakeholder Engagement Plan
Stakeholder
Public
District Councils
MPs
Staff
Unions
Town and Parish Councils

Heart of the South West LEP

Who
Community leaders and
general public
Leader, opposition
leaders/CEO/S151
MP
Key leads and front-line
workers
Local representatives
Leaders and other elected
members, Clerks (or local
Somerset NLAC branch for
a single voice)
CEO

Federation of Small
Businesses/Chamber of
Commerce
Significant Local
Businesses/Business Groups

CEO

Voluntary Sector

Lead for sector locally

Further and Higher Education
and schools
Environment Agency

Principal/Chair/head
teachers (schools forum)
Local lead

Police & Crime Commissioner

PCC/Office lead

Police
Fire and Rescue authority

Lead Police officer for
Somerset partnerships
CEO

Combined Authority

Mayor/CEO

CEO from major employers
Specific leads for rural,
tourism sectors if any

Why
Support; Understanding
Support; Data;
Transparency
Support
Challenge’s to delivery;
Staff messaging
Reassurance; staff
messaging
Support; Development of
concepts

Support; Understand
challenges of business;
view on the look south,
look north question
Support; Understand
challenges of business
Understand challenges at
present to growth [may
already have this in LEP
work]
Understand challenges at
present to delivery
Support; understand the
challenges for skills
Understand challenge of
flooding and what more
can be done
Support; Development of
concepts; views on wider
“look north” question
Support; development of
concept
Significant for the look
south, look north
question
Support; Development of
concepts
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B&NES and North Somerset
Councils

Leader/CEO

CCG

Accountable Officer/CEO

Local Health Trusts (Major)

Chair/CEO

Figure 6:

How would they connect
as part of Combined
Authority?
Support; Development of
concepts
Support; Development of
concepts

Non-COVID-19 Stakeholder Map

End of Document
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